Integral calculus on the space A/G of gauge equivalent connections is developed. By carring out a non-linear generalization of the theory of cylindrical measures on topological vector spaces, a faithfull, diffeomorphism invariant measure is introduced on a suitable completion of A/G. The strip (i.e. momentum) operators are densely-defined in the resulting Hilbert space and interact with the measure correctly
Introduction
The space A/G of gauge equivalent connections plays a central role in gauge theories as well as in the connection-dynamics formulation of general relativity 1 . The problem of constructing quantum kinematics of these theories can therefore be reduced to: i)Introducing the algebra of a complete set of manifestly gauge invariant observables; and, ii) Finding a suitable representation of this algebra. For the first step, one can use the loop-strip variables introduced by Rovelli, Smolin and Ashtekar 2 . A general strategy to complete the second step was developed by Ashtekar and Isham 3 using the Gel'fand theory of representations of C * algebras. We are able to carry this strategy to completion by introducing a diffeomorphism invariant measure on (an appropriate completion of) A/G, using the resulting space of square-integrable functions on this space as quantum states and introducing techniques from differential geometry on this space to represent the strip operators. These results provide a rigorous kinematical framework for the quantum version of these theories.
Graphs, loops, connections and holonomies are used as the main tools. The measure is introduced via a non-linear generalization of the theory of cylindrical functions on topological vector spaces. In addition to being diffeomorphism invariant, to our knowledge, it is the first faithful measure on (the completion of) A/G. Similar techniques enable us to do differential geometry on this space in terms of a family of projections onto finite dimensional manifolds. The resulting family of strip operators (representing momenta) are shown to be symmetric with respect to this measure. This framework, in particular, enables one to define a Rovelli-Smolin 4 loop transform in a rigorous fashion, thereby leading to a loop representation for quantum states. Furthermore, the loop (i.e. holonomy) and strip (i.e. conjugate momentum) operators are well defined also in the loop representation. Finally, the framework offers a new and rigorous avenue to regularization of several physically interesting operators. Mathematically, it opens a new avenue to a graph-theory of measures, differential geometry on the space of (gauge equivalent) connections, and a relation between knot and link invariants and measures on this space.
We consider here the space A of G-connections defined over a manifold Σ. A/G is the quotient with respect to the group G of gauge transformations on A. In application to gravity, Σ is a Cauchy 3-surface and a gauge group G is taken to be SU (2). Nonetheless, most of our results remains true if we assume only that G is a compact Lie group.
Below we give an outline of our technics. This research was carried out in colaboration with Abhay Ashtekar. Details will appear in a joined paper.
5 .
Graph-manifold structure on A/G.
We introduce on A/G a family of projections π : A/G −→ G n /ad where n takes all the natural values depending on π and an element of G n /ad is the class of conjugated elements of
). The projections which we construct are labelled by trivialised graphs. We fix in Σ a reference point x 0 and consider the set L of all the piecewise analytic loops which begin at x 0 . Let γ be a graph analytically embedded into Σ. It consists of two sets: E of edges and V of vertexes. Connect each vertex v with x 0 by an analytic path q(v) which does not overlap any of the edges. A trivializationγ of a graph γ is the map
where the vertex v − (e) and v + (e) is the beginning and the end of e respectively. A trivialized graphγ defines the projection
with H(β, A) denoting the parallel transport with respect to a connection A around a loop β (n is the number of edges in γ).
Below we present two examples of geometrical objects of our theory: cylindrical functions and a topological measure.
Given a map πγ (1) we can lift any continuous functionf defined on G n /ad to a function f = π * γf defined on A/G. A function f which can be obtained in this way by using an analytically embedded graph will be called cylindrical function. We consider only such functionsf for which f does not depend on trivialization of γ. Denote by C the set of cylindrical functions. First important property of C is that if f, g ∈ C then both f + g, f g ∈ C 5 . Hence C is an algebra. We can equip it with a norm f := sup|f |. A principal example of a cylindrical function is a "Wilson loop", the function defined by any loop α in Σ:
The second important result 5 is that "Wilson loops" span a vector space dense in C. Therefore, the completion of C, (C, , * ) (the *-operation being a complex conjugation) is isomorphic to the Ashtekar-Isham C * holonomies algebra.
Our equivalent construction of the A-I algebra provides us automatically with a natural functional defined on A/G. Indeed, it turns out 5 that for every cylindrical function f the quantity
is independent of which projection compatible with f we use, wheref was naturally extended from G n /ad to G n and dg is the normalized Haar measure on G. The functional A/G , as the notation suggests, may be thought of as a generalized measure on A/G. On the other hand, since A/G is strictly positive and continuous 5 on C it defines a regular and faithful measure dµ on the A-I extension A/G for A/G, the spectrum of the algebra. In addition, for our definition of the measure we did not use any extra structure on Σ. This is reflected in the topological character of the measure: A/G is invariant with respect to the diffeomorphisms acting on Σ. In this way the Hilbert space L 2 (A/G, dµ) of quantum states for a topological theory on A/G has been constructed.
It is worth noting, that our measure, although arises naturally from the Haar measure on G, is not the only measure which fits the projections (1). Recently, Baez has exploited this general strategy to introduce other, more involving the graph theory, examples of graph measures. 
The momentum operator
Unlike the measure, a strip operator which represents momentum was introduced before 2 directly on A/G. Our graph-differential geometry technics however are successfully applied for an evaluation of the Hermitian conjugation of this operator.
To begin with, consider a momentum variable E a i (x) canonically conjugate to the connection variable A i a (y) (a is a space index and i is a Lie algebra index). In gravity E a i is a sensitized tried. Equivalently, we represent E a i by a matrix valued 2-form E such that
A strip S means an analytical embedding
To every point x = S(s, λ) we assign the G valued function of A, H(x, A) = H(β x , A) where β x (t) := S(t + s, λ) is the loop passing through x. The strip variable is a gauge invariant integral of E on S,
The strip operator corresponding to P S is the "distributional vector field" defined on A/G by the usual Poisson bracket:
What is important for us, is that P S carries every T α function into a linear superposition of other T β s. Hence, from our point of view, the operator is is densely defined in L 2 (A/G, dµ). Now, we are coming back to the graph-differential geometry approach. A graph γ is compatible with a strip S if the following two conditions are satisfied (i) every edge either intersects S at most at its ends or is entirely contained in S, (ii) if a vertex v belongs to S then the loop β v is contained in the graph γ. Here are our results: (a) Suppose γ is compatible with a strip S; then there exists on the corresponding G n a vector fieldP S such that for every cylindrical function f compatible with γ (and such thatf is differentiable) P S (f ) = π * γPS (f ) (b) for every strip operator and a cylindrical function there exists a graph simultaneously compatible with both of them.
We shall not write here the full expression forP S but we summarize below its properties which are relevant. The componentP S(e) on the copy of G corresponding to an edge e is zero if e does not intersect S; otherwiseP S(e) is a conformal Killing vector in G. The total divergence ofP S vanishes. Finally, the map P S →P S preserves the Hermitian conjugations and extends naturally to the commutators. Therefore, since divP S = 0, P + S = π * γ (P + S ) = −P S . This extends to the full Lie algebra generated by all the strip operators.
